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Bruce Ackerman is a truly creative scholar,
with a wide range of interests in the law, a small
sample of which include voting and democracy,
the environment, NAFTA, liberalism, and, most
enduringly, the nature of the American constitu‐
tion. Few readers of these reviews will be unfa‐
miliar with his theory of super-majorities and
constitutional moments, which made his We the
People: Foundations (1991) required reading in
law school courses throughout the land. The Fail‐
ure of the Founding Fathers: Jefferson, Marshall,
and the Rise of Presidential Democracy is his lat‐
est foray into constitutional realms to reach the
shelves. Unlike the sweeping accounts of Ameri‐
can history that are the engine of his broad theo‐
ry, Ackerman focuses here on the half-decade
bracketing the "Revolution of 1800," which he
finds as influential for its tensions, changes, and
compromises as the years of the drafting and rati‐
fication. He approaches this period, during which
parties appeared and the branches of government
evolved, with the preoccupations of a theorist and
an historian, and he presents his story to serve
both instincts. He tells the tale in two parts, the
first focusing on the rise of Jeffersonian Republi‐

canism, and the second the Republican conflict
with judicial Federalism.
The five chapters in part 1 work through the
presidential politics culminating in the election of
Jefferson in 1800. Ackerman's interests are initial‐
ly with the unsuitability of the original constitu‐
tional vehicle to travel the political landscape af‐
ter just a decade. He is fascinated by the naive
hope of the constitutional framers that national
elections would transcend faction by the odd
structure of the electoral college and presidential
voting rules, and he is beguiled by the mishmash
that resulted when both hope and rules failed.
The hope, after all, was false, and faction did arise
in the form of political parties. And the rules did
fail, not just when it became clear that vice presi‐
dents might become presidents, so making poor
judges of presidential elections, but more fully
when electors committed to candidates on party
slates, distorting not only the mathematics but
also the purpose of the electoral college.
The opening four chapters of part 2 consider
the aftermath of the 1800 elections, which result‐
ed in the ousting of the Federalists from the presi‐
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not only from raw political contest, but also from
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experience that cannot be undone. As he writes in

tice either to Ackerman's ability to tell a good sto‐
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ry or to the depth and imagination of his re‐
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cessful departures, but that is, after all, one func‐

stitution as the settlement of later disputes. This is

tion of a review.

a legal analysis of a high order, and it must take
some of its strength from the surrounding legal

Ackerman makes a bit more of some of his ev‐

culture. Ackerman's prose is exciting, at times

idence than some observers might think it will

compelling, although the book as a whole feels

hold. His speculations of anarchy and rebellion
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bit from recurrent summary of arguments yet to
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guish at Marshall's many offices in the Adams ad‐
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ministration is a bit overdone, given that a strict
sense of separation of office was then far from the
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norm. His questions for Jefferson's counting of the
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Georgia vote seem more of a curiosity than an in‐

and troubled labor, far more complicated and
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ing. He is right to remind us that only at our peril
do we ignore the medicine that has long been

To me, the big question is how a law profes‐

needed to soothe those pains: interpretation of

sor could so ignore the influence of the law. To
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read Ackerman's narrative of Marshall is to read
of a skillful politician, indeed a politician so
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States, is rich. In addition to David Hackett Fishch‐

not really questions of law but vehicles for politi‐
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law could provide rules of decision in constitu‐
tional cases.
To raise these considerations does not suggest
that politics played no role on the Marshall Court,
but to fail to raise them suggests that the law
played none, and that suggestion would be, I
should hope, far more contentious. And yet, at
that extreme, I think we can be confident that
Ackerman would balk at such inferences. After
all, he argues that Marshall recurrently looks to
the text as the guide to the law and sees the Con‐
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